
PURPOSE-BUILT TO MANAGE 
CYBERSECURITY INCIDENTS
Organizations must manage more cybersecurity 
incidents than ever before. Without specialized 
capabilities to handle their caseload, CISOs and 
their teams are forced to rely on general-purpose 
incident management software or spreadsheets 
that can make their organizations even more 
vulnerable to attacks.

MOVE QUICKLY & SAFELY,  
FROM MANAGEMENT TO RESPONSE
You can’t compromise on speed or security. The 
Cyber Incident Manager organizes all incident 
documentation and communication in one 
encrypted, searchable, and visual platform. So  
you can effectively isolate and respond to  
threats, while keeping senior leaders informed. 

   Comprehensive, NIST-based data collection.
   Streamlined IR workflows with notifications. 
   Secure in-app messaging and collaboration.
   Built-in dashboards for volume,  

type, and more. 

KEEP EVERY INCIDENT UNDER  
LOCK & KEY
Remove any opportunity for unauthorized users to 
view or access sensitive data. The Cyber Incident 
Manager provides complete isolation and protection 
for confidential data, documents and conversations. 
Granular access controls, encryption and out-of-
band communication help you keep every detail 
about incidents on a need-to-know basis.
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Yakabod’s Cyber Incident Manager is the only 
solution designed for secure cybersecurity 
incident response. 

SEPARATE + SECURE YOUR  
CYBERSECURITY INCIDENTS  
& RESPONSE. 

YAKABOD 
CYBER INCIDENT 
MANAGER



KEEP YOUR ORGANIZATION SAFER THAN EVER
Yakabod’s Cyber Incident Manager integrates a robust suite of security features designed for the most 
rigorous use cases. Enforce confidentiality and integrity throughout the incident response lifecycle. 
Protect incident data and communication from attackers and insiders. 

GIVE CYBER INCIDENTS  
THE ATTENTION THEY DESERVE
Your incident management system should  
make incident response work easier, not get in the way. 
Yakabod Cyber Incident Manager features best-in-class 
functionality to help you respond effectively and efficiently 
to any attack or threat—from phishing, to malware, to insider 
risks.

IMPLEMENT BEST PRACTICES FOR 
HANDLING YOUR CYBER INCIDENTS
Our products manage cases and classified data  
for US Federal Intelligence Agencies. Now you  
can use the same technology to protect your  
sensitive incident data and incident-response 
communications while implementing NIST,  
ISACA and other best practices. 

  Corporations
   Higher Education Institutions 
   Civilian and Government Agencies 

ACCESS CONTROLS
Control access to every  

incident + file

Manage role-based permissions

Enforce organizational  
policies for privacy + security

SECURITY
Separate security incidents  

from IT support tickets

Store incident data in a  
hardened software appliance

Encrypt incident data at  
rest + in transit

COMPLIANCE
Drive incident data collection based 

on NIST 800-61r2

Standardize response processes 
with minimal oversight

Create a system-of-record  
with audit trails
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SCHEDULE  
A FREE DEMO!

E: INFO@YAKABOD.COM 
C: (301) 662-4554 

YAKABOD.COM/CYBER-INCIDENT-MANAGER


